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Abstract. The overabundance of information and the related difficulty
to discover interesting content has complicated the selection process for
end-users. Recommender systems try to assist in this content-selection
process by using intelligent personalisation techniques which filter the in-
formation. Most commonly-used recommendation algorithms are based
on Collaborative Filtering (CF). However, present-day CF techniques are
optimized for suggesting provider-generated content and partially lose
their effectiveness when recommending user-generated content. There-
fore, we propose an advanced CF algorithm which considers the specific
characteristics of user-generated content (like the sparsity of the data
matrix). To alleviate this sparsity problem, profiles are extended with
probable future consumptions. These extended profiles increase the pro-
file overlap probability, thereby increasing the number of neighbours used
for calculating the recommendations. This way, the recommendations
become more precise and diverse compared to traditional CF recom-
mendations. This paper explains the proposed algorithm in detail and
demonstrates the improvements on standard CF.

Keywords: Collaborative Filtering, Recommender System, Personali-
sation, Algorithm, Sparsity

1 Introduction

Various Web 2.0 sites (like YouTube, Digg, Flickr, Google Video. . . ) have an
overwhelming bulk of user-generated content available for online consumers. Al-
though this exploding offer can be seen as a way to meet the specific demands
and expectations of users, it has complicated the content selection process to the
extent that users are overloaded with information and risk to ‘get lost’: though an
abundance of content is available, obtaining useful and relevant content is often
difficult. Traditional filtering tools, like keyword-based or filtered searches, are
not capable to weed out irrelevant content or provide too much search results. An
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additional filtering based on the overall popularity (expressed by consumption
patterns or user ratings) can assist, but requires a broad basis of user feedback
before it can make reasonable suggestions. Furthermore, this technique does not
consider personal preferences and individual consumption behaviour, since only
the most popular content will be suggested. This situation reinforces the role of
(collaborative) filtering tools and stimulates the development of recommender
systems that assist users in finding the most relevant content.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an
overview of related work regarding recommender systems in various application
domains. Section 3 discusses collaborative filtering techniques and the problems
related to sparse data sets. In Section 4, we present an extended version of the CF
to overcome these problems. Our evaluation methodology and utilized datasets
are described in Section 5. Section 6 elaborates on the obtained results and
compares the proposed algorithm with the traditional CF. Optimisations and
potential drawbacks of the proposed algorithm are discussed in Section 7. Finally,
we offer a brief conclusion on our research results and point out interesting future
work in Section 8.

2 Related Work

The overabundance of information and the related difficulty to discover inter-
esting content have already been addressed in several contexts. Online shops,
like Amazon [14], internet radios, like Last.FM [4], and video sharing website,
like YouTube [6] apply recommendation techniques to personalize their website
according to the needs of each user. Purchasing, clicking and rating behaviour
are valuable information channels for online retailers and content providers to in-
vestigate consumers’ interests and generate personalized recommendations [13].

Netflix is an online, mail-based, DVD rental service in the United States.
Customers have the possibility to express their appreciation for a rented movie
by a star-rating mechanism on the Netflix website. These user ratings, repre-
senting the user’s preferences, are used as input for the Netflix recommender to
generate personalized movie suggestions. Convinced by the potential of an ac-
curate recommendation system, Netflix published a large dataset and started a
competition to find the most suitable recommendation algorithm for their store
in October 2006. In this context, many research groups have competed to find
the best movie recommendation algorithm based on the Netflix dataset [1].

The introduction of digital television entails an increase in the number of
available TV channels and the information overload linked thereto. Consequently,
new standards to describe this content, e.g. TV-Anytime [7], and advanced elec-
tronic program guides, which simplify the navigation and selection of TV pro-
grams, become necessary . Several personalized TV guide systems which filter
and recommend TV programs according to the user’s preferences, have been
developed for set-top boxes and personal digital recorders [21].

Besides these traditional premium content sources (i.e. provider-generated
content), user-generated content (like personal photos, videos, or bookmarks)
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has received a more prominent role on the web in recent years. These Web 2.0
applications use more pragmatic approaches, like tagging, to annotate content
than the traditional metadata standards. Moreover, user-generated content ser-
vices are characterized by an immense content growth, which introduces sparsity
problems for recommender systems.

3 Collaborative Filtering

3.1 Traditional Collaborative Filtering Algorithms

Most commonly-used recommendation algorithms are based on Collaborative
Filtering (CF) techniques because they generally provide better results than
Content-Based (CB) methods and require no metadata of the content [9]. To
describe these recommendation algorithms, the ‘item’ concept is introduced as
a general term for any kind of content or information (e.g., a book, video or pic-
ture) and accordingly, ‘consumption behaviour’ is a more general expression for
user feedback (like ratings or purchases) on these items. Most literature reviews
distinguish two important classes of CF: user-based and item-based, supple-
mented with several optional variations on them. To generate personal recom-
mendations for a target user, user-based CF algorithms start by finding a set
of neighbouring users whose purchased or rated items overlap this target user’s
purchased or rated items. To identify these neighbours, users are represented as
an N-dimensional vector of potential consumptions, where N is the number of
distinct catalogue items. Consumptions of items (like purchases or ratings) are
recorded in the corresponding components of this vector. However, this profile
vector may remain extremely sparse (i.e. containing a lot of missing values) for
the majority of users who purchased or rated only a very small fraction of the
available catalogue items. Subsequently, the composition of neighbourhoods of
like-minded users is based on user similarity values.

The similarity of two users, j and k, symbolized by their consumption vectors,
Uj and Uk, can be measured in different ways. A commonly-used method to
determine the similarity is measuring the cosine of the angle between the two
consumption vectors [17].

Similarity(U j ,Uk) = cosine(U j ,Uk) =
U j ·Uk

||U j || ||Uk||
(1)

Next, the algorithm aggregates the items consumed by these neighbours while
taking into account the similarity values. The items that the target user has al-
ready purchased or rated are eliminated, and the remaining items are candidate
recommendations for this user [14]. An alternative for this user-based CF tech-
nique is item-based CF, a technique that matches each of the user’s purchased
or rated items to similar items and then combines those similar items into a rec-
ommendation list. For measuring the similarity of items, the same metrics can
be used as with the user-based CF. Because of scalability reasons, this technique
is often used to calculate recommendations for big online shops, like Amazon,
where the number of users is much higher than the number of items [14].
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3.2 Collaborative Filtering Based on Sparse Datasets

Despite the popularity of CF, its applicability is limited due to the sparsity
problem, which refers to the situation that the consumption data in the profile
vectors are lacking or insufficient to calculate reliable recommendations. This
sparsity problem is a big concern for user-generated content systems, since the
content offer is rapidly growing and most users only consume a small fraction of
the available items.

As a direct consequence of this sparsity problem, the number of similar users,
i.e. the neighbours of the target user, might be very limited with a user-based
CF technique. Indeed, to determine the similarity, almost all metrics rely on the
profile overlap, which might be very incomplete or even nonexistent. In addition,
because of this sparsity, the majority of these neighbours might have a profile
vector containing a small number of consumed items. Because the prospective
personal recommendations are limited to the set of items consumed by neigh-
bours, the variety, quality and quantity of the final recommendation list might be
inadequate. A comparable reasoning is applicable to item-based CF techniques
that work on sparse profile data. Users might have consumed a small number of
items, which in turn also have a limited number of neighbouring items. Again, the
CF algorithm is restricted to a narrow set of neighbouring items to generate the
personal suggestions, which is pernicious for the efficiency of the recommender.

In an attempt to provide high-quality recommendations, even based on sparse
consumption data, various solutions are proposed in literature [16]. Most of these
techniques use trust inferences, transitive associations between users that are
based on an underlying social network, to deal with the sparsity and cold-start
problems of CF[20]. Nevertheless, these underlying social networks are often
insufficiently developed in content-delivery systems or even nonexistent for (new)
web-based applications that desire to offer personalized recommendations.

‘Default voting’ is an extension to the traditional CF algorithms which tries
to solve this sparsity problem without exploiting a social network. A default
value is assumed as ‘vote’ for items without an explicit purchase or rating[2] .
Although this technique enlarges the profile overlap, it can not identify more
contributory neighbours than the traditional CF approach. Other approaches to
deal with sparse data profiles, such as link analysis techniques [11] or spreading
activation algorithms [12] are too computationally intensive to be applied on
large datasets.

3.3 Recommendations for User-Generated Content

Because of the inherent characteristics of user-generated content systems, the
size of the content catalogue (i.e. the number of items) is often significantly
bigger compared to provider-generated content systems. User-generated content
requires less production efforts. Consequently, the content production rate and
the number of distinct publishers are massive. For example, YouTube enjoys
65,000 daily new uploads [5]. Due to these varied content (production) char-
acteristics, the sparsity problem is a major concern for user-generated content
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systems. As a result, the recommender accuracy might be inadequate if the tra-
ditional CF techniques are ported from provider-generated content systems to
user-generated content systems without any adaptation.

Therefore, we developed an advance CF algorithm that extends the user pro-
files based on the probability that an item will be consumed in the future. The
denser profile vectors increase the profile overlap probability, which increases
the number of neighbours in a CF algorithm. These extended profiles and addi-
tionally identified neighbours, in response to the sparsity problem, lead to more
precise and varied content recommendations.

4 Probability-Based Extended Profile Filtering

4.1 Algorithm Details

To increase the number of neighbours for a target user, and to strengthen the ex-
isting similarities, the profile overlap has to be augmented. This can be achieved
by a larger amount of consumption behaviour. Because stimulating the users to
consume more content is not an option in most cases, we opted for an artificial
profile extension based on the future consumption probability. Our developed
algorithm (called probability-based extended profile filtering) is an iterative pro-
cess consisting of four phases.

In the first phase, a traditional CF algorithm is employed to generate a top-N
recommendation list with a corresponding confidence value for each recommen-
dation based on the existing, sparse profiles [18]. These recommendations, which
might be inaccurate due to the sparsity, are not used as the final suggestions but
only as an information source for subsequent calculations.

In the second phase, all the initial profiles that do not contain a minimum
number of consumptions are extended. To make these sparse profiles denser,
presumable future consumptions are inserted into the profile vectors. These ad-
ditional consumptions are based on two information sources: the general prob-
ability and the profile-based probability that the item will be consumed in the
near future.

In the user-based version of the proposed algorithm, existing user profiles
are extended with the items that have the highest probability to be consumed
by the user in the near future. The general probability that a specific item
will be consumed by a specific user without a priori knowledge of that user
is proportional to the current popularity of the item. So, this probability is
estimated by a linear function of the popularity of the item: f(x) = a · x + b, in
which f(x) is the probability of consumption, x is the popularity of the item and
a and b are parameters that can be optimized according to the content type.
Especially for user-generated content systems, the popularity of the ‘top items’
can vary rapidly in time. Additionally, the probability that a specific item will
be consumed by a user can also be calculated based on the user’s profile as a
priori knowledge. This probability is inversely proportional to the index of the
item in the personal top-N recommendation list, and can be estimated by the
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confidence value which is calculated by the traditional CF system in phase 1. In
fact, this top-N recommendation list is a prediction of the items which the user
will like or consume in the near future.

In the item-based version of the extended CF, item profiles, which contain the
users who consumed the item in the past, are supplemented with the most likely
future consumers. The general probability that a specific user will consume a
specific item, without any knowledge of the item, is proportional to the present
intensity of the consumption behaviour of that user. Again, a linear function
can be used to estimate this probability. With additional a priori knowledge of
the item, the calculations can be repeated. Then, the probability is inversely
proportional to the index of the specific user in the top-N list of users who are
the most likely to consume the item in the future. This list and the associated
confidence values can be generated based on the results of the traditional item-
based CF algorithm [18].

Based on these general and profile-based probabilities, the user or item pro-
files are completed, if possible, until the minimum profile threshold is reached.
Therefore, the predicted future consumptions resulting from the two methods
(without and with a priori knowledge) are merged via an aggregator function.
(In the bench-marks we used the maximum as an aggregator operator.) How-
ever, these predicted consumptions are marked as ‘uncertain’ in contrast to the
initial consumptions which are linked to the user behaviour (i.e. the ratings or
purchases). For example for a web shop, the real purchases are indicated by a
value of 1, which refers to a 100% guaranteed consumption, whereas the poten-
tial future consumptions are represented by a decimal value between 0 and 1,
according to the probability value, in the profile vector. This first and second
phase may consist of several successive iterations until a minimum threshold for
the profile size is reached.

Based on these extended profile vectors, the similarities are recalculated with
the chosen similarity metric, e.g. the cosine similarity (equation 1), in a third
phase. Because of the additional future consumptions, the profile overlap and
accordingly the number of neighbours will be increased, compared to the first
phase. In the item-based version, these similarities can be used as an extended
‘related item’ section (like on Amazon: customers who bought this item also
bought. . . ).

To produce personal suggestions, a recommendation vector is generated based
on these extended profile vectors, in a fourth phase. For the user-based algorithm,
the recommendation vector, Rj , for target user j can be calculated as:

Rj =

∑M
k=1,k 6=j Uk · Similarity(U j ,Uk)∑M

k=1,k 6=j Similarity(U j ,Uk)
(2)

where M stands for the number of users in the sysem. Uj and Uk represent the
extended consumption vectors of users j and k respectively, which might contain
real values. Subsequently, the top-N recommendations are obtained by selecting
the indices of the components with the highest values from the recommendation
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vector, Rj , and eliminating the items which are already consumed by user j in
the past.

4.2 Algorithm Example

The following concrete example of a small content delivery system (e.g. a video
sharing website) can give more insights in the proposed recommendation algo-
rithm. Table 1 illustrates the watching behaviour of 5 users and 8 videos in the
system via the consumption matrix. The watched videos are indicated by a ‘one’
in the column of the user. E.g., user A has watched the videos 3, 6 and 8 in this
example. Personal recommendations for the end-users can be calculated based
on the data in this matrix. By way of illustration, the recommendations for user
A are calculated in this example. Therefore, a traditional user-based CF algo-
rithm is used in the first phase. To start, the neighbours of user A in the system
are calculated based on the cosine similarity metric as illustrated in Table 2.
Since all standard similarity metrics are based on the profile overlap between
a couple of users, only 1 neighbour of user A can be identified, namely user B.
Next, the personal recommendations are discovered by selecting the videos that
neighbours watched in the past. Because the system does not suggest videos that
the user has already watched, only 1 new video can be recommended to user A,
namely video 5.

Table 1. The consumption matrix of the example. Videos watched by the end-user are
indicated by a ‘one’.

Watching Behaviour User A User B User C User D User E

Video 1 1

Video 2 1 1

Video 3 1 1

Video 4 1

Video 5 1 1 1

Video 6 1 1

Video 7 1

Video 8 1 1

In contrast, our proposed algorithm tries to extend the profile vectors with
potential future consumptions, before generating the recommendations. The gen-
eral probability that a video will be watched, without a priori knowledge, is pro-
portional to the current popularity of the video. In this small example, video 5
is the most popular video (3 views). So, this video might be added as a potential
future consumption to the profile vector of user A and E (i.e. the users who have
not yet watched the video). However for simplicity of the example, this general
probability of watching a video is not considered during the selection of potential
future consumptions.
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Table 2. The similarity matrix that is calculated based on the original consumption
matrix. Missing values indicate a zero similarity between two users.

Similarity User A User B User C User D User E

User A 1 0.8660

User B 0.8660 1 0.2887 0.3536

User C 0.2887 1 0.4082

User D 0.3536 0.4082 1 0.5000

User E 0.5000 1

Table 3. The consumption matrix after extending the profiles with potential future
consumptions.

Ticketing User A User B User C User D User E

Video 1 0.2887 1 0.4082

Video 2 0.3536 0.4082 1 1

Video 3 1 1 0.2887 0.3536

Video 4 0.2887 1 0.4082

Video 5 0.8660 1 1 1 0.5000

Video 6 1 1 0.2887 0.3536

Video 7 0.5000 1

Video 8 1 1 0.2887 0.3536

Additionally, the probability of watching a video can be calculated based on
the confidence value of the user’s traditional CF recommendations. This confi-
dence value is derived (e.g. by a linear combination) from the similarity values
of the identified neighbours who consumed the recommended video. Table 3
illustrates the consumption matrix after the addition of the confidence values
calculated by a simple CF algorithm. This matrix contains decimal values for
the potential future consumptions making it less sparse than the former. This
extended consumption matrix is the input for recalculating the user similarities,
which are illustrated in Table 4. Subsequently, these updated user similarities
are used in equation 2 for calculating the final recommendations. The recom-
mendations for user A, together with the accompanying prediction values are
listed in Table 5. The prediction values show that the most interesting sugges-
tion for user C is still video 5 (just like the CF predicted). However, additional
video recommendations can be provided based on Table 5. In descending order
of prediction value: video 5, 2, 1, 4 and 7.

Alternatively, in addition to the traditional CF, the general popularity of
the videos could be used to generate more recommendations (e.g., suggestions
besides video 5 for user A). However, such a popular-item recommender can make
no distinction between equally popular videos (like 1, 4 and 7 which are each
watched by one user). In contrast, the proposed algorithm based on extended
profiles can provide a (partial) ordering of these equally popular videos (video 1
= video 4 > video 7).
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Table 4. The similarity matrix that is calculated based on the extended consumption
matrix. Missing values indicate a zero similarity between two users.

Similarity User A User B User C User D User E

User A 1 0.9637 0.4839 0.5785 0.1491

User B 0.9637 1 0.6758 0.7437 0.2747

User C 0.4839 0.6758 1 0.7961 0.3276

User D 0.5785 0.7437 0.7961 1 0.7752

User E 0.1491 0.2747 0.3276 0.7752 1

Table 5. The recommendations with the accompanying prediction values for user A,
calculated with the probability-based extended profile filtering algorithm.

Prediction Prediction Value

Ra,1 0.4589

Ra,2 0.5820

Ra,4 0.4589

Ra,5 0.9657

Ra,7 0.2015

5 Evaluation Methodology

To estimate the accuracy of personal recommendations, two different evaluation
methods are possible. On the one hand, online evaluation methods measure the
user interactivity (like clicks or buying behaviour) with the recommendations
on a running service. On the other hand, offline evaluation methods use a test
set with consumption behaviour which has to be predicted based on a training
set with consumption history. Although online evaluation methods are closest
to reality, we opted for an offline evaluation based on datasets because such an
evaluation is fast, reproducible and commonly used in recommendation research.

Therefore, we compared the proposed extended CF algorithm with the tradi-
tional CF algorithm based on evaluation metrics which are generated by an of-
fline analysis using a dataset with consumption behaviour. Because the datasets
that are commonly used to bench-mark recommendation algorithms (like Netflix,
Movielens or Jester) contain too little sparse profiles and handle only provider-
generated content, we evaluated our algorithm on a dataset of PianoFiles1. Pi-
anofiles is a user-generated content site that offers users the opportunity to man-
age their personal collection of sheet music they like to play. Currently, users can
manage their personal collection of sheet music on PianoFiles but they do not
yet receive personal recommendations. The main consumption behaviour, used
to feed the recommendation algorithm, consists of the personal collections of the
users. Each addition to a personal collection is used to populate the consumption
matrix. The dataset contains 401,593 items (music sheets), 80,683 active users

1 http://www.pianofiles.com/
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and 1,553,586 distinct consumptions (individual additions of sheets to personal
collections) in chronological order.

For evaluation purposes, we use 50% of the consumptions that are the most
recent ones as the test set and use the remaining 50% of the consumption records
as the input data. To analyse the performance of the algorithm under data of
different sparsity levels, we compose 10 different training sets by selecting the
first 10%, 20%, 30%, until 100% of the input data. The recommendation al-
gorithm used these different training sets in successive iterations to generate
personal suggestions. As commonly done for the evaluation of recommendations
under sparse data [11], the test set was first filtered to include only consump-
tions that are possible to predict with the input data as a priori knowledge. A
consumption of a sheet that is not contained in the input data or a consumption
of a user without any consumption behaviour in the input data is not possible
to predict with CF techniques. By eliminating the users and items without a
priori knowledge, the CF algorithms can be compared more precisely based on
the users (and items) which have specified preferences. Then, all users in this
filtered test set were included into a set of target consumers. For each of these
target consumers, the algorithm generated five ordered lists of 10, 20, 30, 40 and
50 recommendations respectively, which were compared with the test set. (Only
the results for 10, 30 and 50 recommendations per user are shown in this paper,
since the other results illustrate the same conclusions.) This offline evaluation
methodology, in which a dataset is chronologically split into training set and test
set, is commonly used for evaluating recommendation algorithms [8].

6 Results

6.1 Evaluation Metrics

One of the most used error metrics is the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)
[19, 10], which is also adopted by the official Netflix contest. However, the Netflix
contest is mainly focused on predicting accurate ratings for an entire set of items,
while web-based content-delivery applications are most interested in providing
the users with a short recommendation list of interesting items [3]. To evaluate
this top-N recommendation task, i.e. a context where we are not interested in
predicting user ratings with precision, but rather in giving an ordered list of N
attractive suggestions to the users, error metrics are not meaningful. As a result,
information-retrieval classification metrics, which evaluate the quality of a short
list of recommendations, are the most suitable.

The most appropriate classification accuracy metrics for evaluating recom-
mendations are precision and recall [3]. The precision is the ratio of the number
of recommended items that match with future consumptions, and the total num-
ber of recommended items. In offline evaluations, the consumptions of the test
set represent the future consumptions and the recommendations that match with
these consumptions are called the relevant recommendations.

Precision =
# Relevant recommendations

# Recommendations
(3)
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The recall stands for the ratio of the number of relevant recommendations and
the total number of future consumptions. Only the ‘future consumptions’ in the
test set are considered as relevant items for the end-users in offline evaluations.

Recall =
# Relevant recommendations

# Relevant items
(4)

It has been observed that precision and recall are inversely related and dependent
on the length of the result list returned to the user [10]. If more recommended
items are returned, precision decreases and recall increases. Therefore, to un-
derstand the global quality of a recommendation system, precision and recall is
combined by means of the F1-measure.

F1 =
2 · Precision ·Recall

Precision + Recall
(5)

6.2 Bench-marked Algorithms

Since the item-based algorithms (the traditional item-based CF and the pro-
posed item-based algorithm which extends profiles) generally achieved a very
low performance on the PianoFiles dataset, we did not include the results of any
item-based technique in the evaluation. This poor performance is mainly due to
the nature of the dataset, which contains many more items than users. As a re-
sult, forming item neighbourhoods is actually much more difficult than forming
user neighbourhoods [11]. Additionally, this ratio of users and items induces the
big risk that item-based algorithms will trap users in a ‘similarity hole’, only
giving exceptionally similar recommendations; e.g. once a user added a sheet of
Michael Jackson to her collection, she would only receive recommendations for
more Michael Jackson sheets [15]. Compared to this item-based CF, a user-based
strategy achieved much better results based on the PianoFiles dataset.

6.3 Complete Training Set

In a first evaluation, we bench-marked the standard user-based CF algorithm
(UBCF), which operates on the initially existing profiles [18], against the user-
based version of our probability-based extended profile filtering (UBExtended),
which extends the sparse profiles before generating the actual recommendations.
In this accuracy evaluation, the UBExtended algorithm was configured to extend
sparse profiles to a target size of 6 consumptions and the cosine similarity (equa-
tion 1) was used as a measure to compare profile vectors in both algorithms. The
graphs in Figure 1(a), 1(c) and 1(e) illustrate the evaluation metrics (precision,
recall and F1) for these two algorithms (UBCF and UBExtended). Due to the
large content offer (401,593 items) and the sparsity of the dataset, the recom-
mendation algorithms have a hard job to suggest the most appropriate content
items for each user. Because of this, the absolute values of the evaluation metrics
seem rather low. However, precision and recall values between 1 and 10% are
very common in bench-marks of recommendation algorithms [12], [11].
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The graphs illustrate that the most accurate results are obtained for itera-
tions which are based on a large quantity of training data. As the size of the
training set increases, more data about user behaviour becomes available. This
supplementary training data can refine the user preferences, which leads to a
higher precision. However, after the profile size has reached a critical point,
supplementary training data have no more additional information value, which
leads to a stagnating precision value. Besides additional information of existing
users, the extra data contain information about the behaviour of new users for
which no information was available in the first part(s) of the training set. These
additional data make it possible to generate recommendations for more users,
which explains the increasing recall value. However, the recommendations for
these new users, which generally have a lower precision value because of a lim-
ited early profile, strengthen the stagnation of the general precision. At last, the
F1 metric follows the progress of this precision and recall graph closely because
of its definition. Besides these general trends, the graphs prove that the UBEx-
tended algorithm outperforms the standard UBCF in all three evaluation metrics
(precision, recall and F1) and for different sizes of the recommendation list. This
improvement is especially noticeable for small training sets, which mainly consist
of sparse user profiles.

6.4 Filtered Training Set: Sparse Profiles Only

To illustrate this superiority of the UBExtended algorithm for sparse profiles,
a second evaluation was performed. To study the recommender performance on
the subset of users with a sparse profile, the training set was submitted to an
extra filter. This filter removed all the users with more than x consumptions from
the training set to simulate the situation of a very novel content delivery system
without ‘well-developed’ user profiles. In accordance with the first evaluation in
which we extended sparse profiles to a target size of 6 consumptions, we chose
in this second analysis for a filter that removes all users with a profile that is
larger than 6 consumptions. In this way, a standard UBCF that operates on a
dataset with only sparse profiles (profile size ≤ 6 consumptions), was compared
with the UBExtended algorithm which extends these profiles to the target size
(profile size = 6 consumptions) before generating recommendations. Given the
long-tail distribution of the profile size in content delivery systems, this subset of
sparse-profile consumers constitutes a considerable segment of the system users.
This is illustrated in Figure 1(d) which visualizes the histogram of the profile
size at PianoFiles, showing that the big majority of users only have a limited
number of sheets in their collection.

Since the extra filter modifies the training and test sets, the absolute values
of this evaluation can not be compared with the absolute values of the first
evaluation, which is based on the unfiltered datasets. However, the differences
between the UBCF and the UBExtended algorithm in this second evaluation,
illustrated in Figure 1(b), 1(d) and 1(f), compared with the differences between
these algorithms in the first evaluation (Figure 1(a), 1(c) and 1(e)), confirm
that the performance improvement of the UBExtended algorithm increases for
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Fig. 1. The evaluation of the UBCF and UBExtended algorithm based on the precision,
recall and F1 metric
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sparser datasets. Finally, the graphs of this second evaluation show that for small
training sets the precision might slightly fluctuate because of insufficient data
and lots of new users.
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Fig. 2. Histogram of the number of sheets in the user profiles (i.e. the profile size)
for the PianoFiles dataset. Profile sizes larger than 20 are not showed, because of the
limited number of users that have such a profile.

7 Optimisations & Drawbacks

Since the parameters of the UBExtended algorithm are not yet optimized in
this evaluation, the performance difference between the two bench-marked al-
gorithms might even increase considerably. The UBExtended algorithm extends
sparse profiles until each profile contains a predefined number of consumptions.
This target profile size is an important parameter that has to be optimized as
a function of the performance metrics. Although we have chosen a fixed size of
6 consumptions for the extended profiles in our evaluation, we believe this pa-
rameter might be a function of the general characteristics of the dataset, namely
the overall sparsity of the data matrix, the number of items, and the number of
users. Moreover, the procedure of extending the profiles, which is based on gen-
eral and profile-based influences, can be fine-tuned. An optimal balance between
this general and profile-based information to extend the profiles might result in
more precise recommendations. Finally, some typical CF parameters have to be
determined, such as the similarity metric and the number of neighbours used to
calculate the recommendations.

Unfortunately, the accuracy improvement acquired with the UBExtended
algorithm is associated with an extra calculation cost. Compared to the standard
UBCF, the UBExtended algorithm consists of 2 extra phases: extending the
profiles and recalculating the similarities after this extension. Especially the
similarity calculation can be time-consuming due to its quadratic nature and
therefore it may pose problems for systems that calculate the recommendations
in real-time (i.e. generating recommendations when the web page is requested).
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However, since most recommender systems schedule the calculations and update
their recommendations periodically, the additional calculation time is no major
problem.

8 Conclusions & Future Work

In this research, we proposed an advanced collaborative filtering algorithm which
takes into account the specific characteristics of user-generated content systems.
The algorithm extends sparse profiles with the most likely future consumptions
based on general and personal consumption behaviour. Our experimental study,
using a dataset from a user-generated content site (PianoFiles), proved that
the user-based version of the proposed algorithm achieves more accurate re-
sults than the standard user-based collaborative filtering algorithm, especially
on sparse datasets. These results confirm the need to adapt traditional collabo-
rative filtering techniques to the specific characteristics, such as the sparsity, of
user-generated content systems. In future research, we will try to optimise the
algorithm parameters to further improve the performance results. Besides, we
will investigate if the principle of profile extension is applicable in other types
of collaborative filtering algorithms.
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